
meet bella
Bella was born on NF Awareness Day. She is a NF Hero and we think she is destined 
to play a role in defeating NF.

At birth, Bella had three birth marks. Seemingly innocent, coffee coloured spots. 
By six weeks of age, Bella’s birth marks had multiplied, more than quadrupled…
and despite being a first time mum, I knew something wasn’t right. It was after 
numerous specialist appointments in a desperate search for answers, that Bella 
saw a paediatrician who instantly diagnosed her with Neurofibromatosis Type 1. 

At the time, we had never heard of NF, and despite being warned 
not to google the condition, we typed NF1 in to the search bar 

and were horrified at the images we were confronted with.

How could birthmarks be indicative of something so sinister?

Bella is 5 now and her tumours have continued to grow. One tumour in 
particular is compressing her C3-C4 vertebrae, which places her at risk 
of paralysis. Bella’s tumour, like all NF spinal tumours, will not respond to 
conventional treatments, and so chemotherapy is not an option for us. 
Bella requires life threatening spinal surgery.  For now, we watch and wait 

and hope she can reach 10 years of age, before they operate. We hope that 
her body can grow, to provide the Neurosurgeon with more space between 

her spine, vital blood vessels and the tumour. We have regular MRI’s and we 
hope that during this waiting period, she doesn’t become symptomatic (as any 

damage done by her tumour will be permanent).

Bella’s Mum Rachel, said, “Hope is often all we have. Hope that the tumour doesn’t 
grow. Hope that Bella won’t be bullied in school for being different. Hope that Bella continues 

to love her NF spots.  Hope that there will be a medical breakthrough in treatments. Hope for corporate 
donors. Hope for a QLD clinic.  Hope that the broader community begins to care about and recognise NF. 
Hope that a cure is found.”

Bella knows that she is a NF hero.

She calls her birth marks her “NF spots” and when she has an MRI she 
tells her friends that the doctors need to take pictures of her “inside 
spots”. Bella is brave, hilarious and full of spunk. She has faced 
some developmental delays with speech and fine motor skills, but 
she is resilient and faces every challenge with positivity and a 
determination that leaves us in awe of her.

Bella is just like any other 5 year old.

She loves imaginative play and hosting birthday parties for her 
dolls. Today her favourite colour is blue and her favourite shoes 
are pink and sparkly. She loves doing ballet with her dad and going 
on adventures with home-made maps. Bella loves to dance and her 
favourite song, “Get back up again” from the Trolls movie- which suits 
her perfectly. Bella is perfect and we love our spotty little NF hero, “the 
roast beef” and “three thousand”.



meet spencer
Diagnosed with NF1 at just 12 weeks old, it has been a long and difficult journey for 
Spencer and his family since receiving that devastating news and learning everything 
they can about what it means to live with a Neurofibromatosis diagnosis.

At the fragile age of 3, Spencer was diagnosed with Neuroblastoma, a children’s 
cancer, that required immediate treatment. As with all NF patients, the hospital became 

his second home. Spencer progressed through oncology, and multiple CT & MRI scans 
where they discovered that the large Plexiform Neurofibromas located at the base of 

Spencer’s neck had grown and were causing physical deformities and potential issues 
with the bone.

In 2017 at age 9, Spencer and his family opted to begin the difficult 
process of debulking or removing the largest of his tumours. It commenced with 
the insertion of balloons on Spencer’s temples to help stretch the skin to give 
them enough coverage to remove a large section of the back of his head. It was 
a long surgery, but seemingly uneventful and his family were hopeful that it 
was a huge success.

Sadly, the next 12 months was filled with endless hospital stays, whole days 
spent in theatre and countless hours in traction to attach a halo. Despite the 
combined knowledge and extensive experience of his surgical and specialist 
team, Spencer had had an unforeseen complication which resulted in his 
head destabilising and falling. 

This caused his spine to pierce the base of his brain with all the newly stretched 
skin on the back of his head completely dying, leaving an open and severely 
infected wound across the whole back of his head.

Spencer began the lengthy journey of traction, multiple surgeries, a spinal fusion, 
new skin grafts, and on top of that, learning to walk again. Despite all of this, Spencer won the hearts 
of his village with his inspirational view of life. 

Then came 2018, when Spencer was 10 years old. The surgeons broke the news that he had 
another tumour in “tiger country”. Placed between his windpipe, jugular and carotid 

artery, it was growing and impacting these vital vessels. Again, surgery led to more 
complications that saw Spencer through another long recovery.

Skipping forward to 2019, Spencer’s Mum Zoe says...

“We are back on track. He is better than ever, and we are finally 
able to raise awareness and give something back to this 

condition that has changed the future of my son.”

Team Spencer was created in support of this inspiring 11 year old 
who was born a fighter and a NF Hero. 

Spencer still has well over 20 tumours in his neck, chest and on 
his central nervous system. What does the future mean? Spencer 

and his family don’t know. NF has already affected his hearing, his 
learning, his speech, his physical capabilities, but one thing it hasn’t 

changed is his spirit and outlook. He considers himself lucky and boy is 
he inspirational. 



meet eddie
Eddie is a fun, cheeky and happy four-year-old, who loves PJ Masks and Trolls, 

playing with Lego, trucks and playing in the sand pit. His favourite songs are 
‘Lost Boy’ by Ruth B, and ‘I’m Still Standing’ by Elton John; he loves playing 

with his older brother George and has recently learnt to be a doting big 
brother to Henry. 

Eddie also has Neurofibromatosis Type 1 caused by a 
spontaneous mutation.  

In 2018, Eddie was diagnosed with an Optic Pathway Glioma. 
A follow up MRI to monitor the growth of the tumour revealed 
Eddie had fluid on his brain. Urgent surgery to insert a shunt was 
his only option. In February this year, he started suffering from 
headaches and became quite ill and we quickly realised that part 

of his shunt had malfunctioned. Urgent brain surgery to correct 
the shunt was again, his only option. Eddie 

has faced numerous other challenges 
because of his NF, including some 

developmental delays, muscle 
weakness, and is currently being 

assessed for ASD. 

According to his Mum Meg, her biggest 
fear is the devastating effects of bullying in schools towards 
people who look, learn and appear different. Meg wants to teach 
Eddie to be strong, but the hardest thing for her as a Mum is the 
unknown.  

“I worry about what he will develop next and when and find 
that I am in a constant state of worry. A simple fall could be 
caused from NF related complications”.   

Meg says that she copes by educating her 
community and trying to normalise his 

condition in order to decrease the chances 
of bullying occuring. She is grateful for 

her awesome community in Deniliquin 
and knows that his personality and attitude to 

life will help him cope day-to-day. However, she always feels like they 
need to be prepared for another stay in hospital at any minute and have 
a backup plan in case he needs treatment or surgery. 

For Meg and her family, they need to drive from Deniliquin to 
Melbourne (300km) to access specialist care and NF is a constant 
darkness hanging around in the background of their lives, waiting to 
come to the forefront at any moment 

Meg, has been a Race Director for the Children’s Tumour Foundation’s 
biggest fundraising event, Cupid’s Undie Run for two years. She is on 

a mission to improve awareness about NF, so that families in more rural 
locations have access to specialist medical care.  


